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Abstract

In cocktail-party environments, familiarity or knowledge of target talker’s voice is useful for reducing speech-on-speech masking (Yang et al., 2007). This study investigated whether the voice-cuing effect can be modulated by either the degree of familiarity/knowledge of target talker’s voice or the onset asynchrony between target speech and masking speech. When target speech started 1 second after masking speech, pre-presentation of a priming sentence voiced by the target talker significantly improved the recognition of the target speech which was co-presented with masking speech. However, reinforcing the familiarity/knowledge of the target-talker's voice did not further improve the recognition. When target speech and masking speech started at the same time, a single presentation of voice-priming speech did not change participants’ speech recognition against masking speech unless the familiarity/knowledge of target-talker’s voice was reinforced by either a learning procedure or repeated presentation of the target-talker’s voice before testing.

Cherry (1953) propose the idea that a few of factors, including the voice features of the attended talker can give the mental facility in recognizing what this talker is saying when others are speaking at the same time. Since any perceptual cues as long as they facilitate listeners’ attention to target talkers, the identification of the target can be improved (Freyman et al, 1999, 2001; Li et al, 2004; Wu et al, 2005; Kidd et al, 2002; Freyman, 2004, 2006), interactions among different cues is definitely an important topic in search for the solution the the “cocktail party” problem. For example, Noble and Perrett reported that spatial cues are less important when other salient cues are used to segregate a signal from a masker (2002). One of our recent studies (Yang et al., 2007) has confirmed that in a simulated cocktail-party environment, familiarity or knowledge of target talker’s voice is useful for reducing speech-on-speech masking (Yang et al., 2007). This study investigated whether the voice-cuing effect can be modulated by other cues such as the degree of familiarity/knowledge of target talker’s voice and the speech onset asynchrony which is considered to be an effective cue for unmasking target speech.
Methods

Five experiments were conducted in this study. Sixty young university students (19 – 27 years old) with normal audiograms (<25 dB HL at test frequencies of 125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, and 8000 Hz) and with less than a 15 dB difference in threshold between the two ears at all testing frequencies participated in this research. Twelve participants were used for each experiment. Their first language was Mandarin Chinese. The participant was seated at the center of an anechoic chamber (Beijing CA Acoustics). Acoustic signals were presented to participants through a loudspeaker (Dynaudio Acoustics, BM6A), which was in the frontal azimuthally plane at 0° position (with respect to the median plane). Speech stimuli were Chinese “nonsense” sentences, which are syntactically correct but not semantically meaningful. Each of the Chinese sentences has three key components: subject, predicate, and object, which are also the three keywords, with two characters for each (one syllable for each character). The sentence frame does not provide any contextual support for recognition of the key word. Target speech was spoken by one of the three young female talkers A, B and C in a trial. Seventy-two lists (24 list/talker and 18 sentences/list) of nonsense sentences were used as target and priming sentences (Yang et al. 2007). Both target and priming were presented at the same level (52 dB SPL). Speech masking and speech-spectrum-noise masking were used. Two serials of Chinese nonsense sentences spoken by two other female talkers D and E were combined together as the speech masker whose content were different from target stimuli. A stream of steady-state Chinese speech babble noise with the duration of 10 s was obtained by mixing 113 female speech voices using Mat lab programming.

The study firstly investigated the role played by voice priming in releasing energetic and informational masking in the noise and speech masking conditions when target speech started 1 second after masking speech. In Experiment 1, three within-subject variables were used: (1) two masking conditions: noise masking and speech masking; (2) three priming conditions: no priming, same voice priming, repeated voice priming; (3) four different SNRs: -12, -9, -6, and -3 dB. Totally there were 24 (2×3×4) conditions for each listener and each condition included 18 trials. For the same voice priming condition, one prime sentence was presented twice by the target voice. The prime and the target sentence were randomly selected from the sentences spoken by talker A, B or C, ensuring they were spoken by the same talker but without any content connection. In the repeated voice priming condition, the prime sentence was presented twice by the target voice, whose contents were different from that of the target sentence. According to the masker and prime type, the experiment was separated into six blocks which was completed balanced across 12 listeners, and the 4 SNRs were randomly arranged in each block.

In Experiment 2, the noise masking condition was excluded and a learning procedure on target voice was used. All other aspects (including the target and masker stimuli, the SNRs and the onset asynchrony) were identical to Experiment 1.

In the following studies, the onset asynchrony was excluded (masker and target started at the same time and ended at the same time).

In Experiment 3, the target and masker were presented simultaneously. Two within-subject variables were used: (1) Four priming conditions: same voice priming, no priming, different voice priming, and maker priming; (2) four SNRs: -12, -9, -6, and -3 dB.

In Experiment 4, the target and masker were presented simultaneously, three
Figure 2. When the onset asynchrony was excluded, the group mean of recognition correct percent was detected as a function of SNR under the speech-spectrum noise masking condition (left panel) or speech masking condition (right panel). Squares, repeated presentation of the same-voice prime; circles, single presentation of the same-voice prime.

In Experiment 2, the voice-learning procedure was used. The results show that although participants became vary familiar with the target voice through the learning procedure, the single presentation of the same-voice prime and the repeated presentation of the voice prime produced similar improvement in speech recognition (single presentation: 0.911 dB; double presentations: 1.077 dB).

The results of Experiment 3 show that when the onset-asynchrony cue was excluded, introducing either the different-voice prime or the same-voice prime did not produce a significant effect.

Figure 2 shows results of Experiment 4. When the onset asynchrony was excluded, there was no significant difference among three different prime type conditions in noise masking. Under conditions of speech masking, introducing a repeated-voice prime produced a significant improvement in speech recognition, introducing the single presentation of the same-voice prime did not produce a significant effect.

The results of Experiment 5 show that when the learning procedure was used, either introducing the single or repeated presentations of the same-voice prime significantly improved speech recognition. Hence, when the learning procedure was used, there was a significant release from speech masking when the same voice or repeated-same-voice prime was used.

Summary

Voice priming cues can be used to reduce informational masking but not energetic masking when the cues are salient enough or when the other cues are co-presented. The voice-cuing effect can be modulated by the degree of familiarity/knowledge of target talker’s voice and the speech onset asynchrony. When target speech starts 1 second after masking speech, pre-presenting a priming sentence voiced by the target talker significantly improve the recognition of the target speech which is co-presented with masking speech. However, reinforcing the familiarity/knowledge of the target-talker’s voice do not further improve the recognition. When target speech and masking speech start simultaneously, a single presentation of voice-priming speech do not change participants’ speech recognition against speech maskers unless the familiarity/knowledge of target-talker’s voice is reinforced by either a learning procedure or the repeated presentation of the target-talker’s voice before testing. These results suggest that the voice-cuing effect on releasing speech from informational masking is graded, depending on both the degree of familiarity/knowledge of the target-talker’s voice and the modulation by other cues such as speech-onset asynchrony. There must be various dynamic processes for integrating different cues to release informational masking. Different cues will be used at different central levels or under different conditions.
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Abstract

Noise maskers primarily result in energetic masking, whereas speech maskers create additional interference due to linguistic and acoustic similarities to the target (informational masking). Factors that facilitate stream segregation can greatly reduce the extent of informational masking. However, stream segregation often takes time to develop. In Experiment 1, nonsense sentences with 3 keywords were presented against a background of speech-spectrum noise or two-talker nonsense speech. With the speech masker, accuracy increased with word position. With the noise masker, accuracy did not vary systematically with word position. In Experiment 2, we noise-vocoded the speech masker using three bands to preserve envelope information while disrupting fine structure cues and minimizing semantic content. Here, performance was similar to that found with the noise masker. The results suggest that the ability to track a target sentence in conditions of informational masking improves as the target utterance unfolds over time.

When a masker and target overlap spectrally, the energy contained in the masker and target will activate similar regions along the basilar membrane, and the energy corresponding to the target stream can be completely or partially overwhelmed by the energy contained in the masker. This is referred to as energetic masking. When the competing sources are also speech, spectral and/or temporal fluctuations between the target and masker(s) provide brief glimpses of the target stream and can result in instances of reduced energetic masking. However, due to acoustic and semantic similarities to the target stream, speech maskers can produce interference beyond energetic masking, called informational masking (e.g. Freyman, Balakrishnan, Helfer, 2004; Li, Daneman Qi and Schneider, 2004; Schneider, Li, Daneman, 2007). This additional interference arises when the target and masking streams are confused with one another, or when the obligatory linguistic and semantic activation elicited by speech maskers interferes with the processing of the target stream (Schneider, Li, Daneman, 2007). Informational masking thus exerts its influence at a more cognitive level, making it difficult to segregate competing streams and attend to the target, whereas energetic masking mainly operates at a peripheral level by reducing target audibility. For example, if the masker is too loud, it will be difficult to manage auditory cues. However, it is quite unlikely that a listener will confuse such maskers with the speech of a target talker. This is not the case for informational maskers. When competing streams are speech, similarities between the vocal characteristics of competing talkers can make it difficult to identify the target stream among competitors. Even when the target is perceptually isolated, the contents of the competitors may intrude into working memory making it more difficult to process the target stream. Generally, any acoustic features that distinguish competing streams facilitate stream segregation (Bregman,